
* One sandwich rack included as standard accessory.
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• Auto sensor with keep-warm feature
Automatically lowers/lifts toast and gently  
keeps it warm

• 7 shade settings with LED countdown timer
Choose and monitor your browning preference

• 2 independent pairs of slots with dual 
independent controls
To toast 2 or 4 slices of bread
Allow to select different settings for each pair
of slot

• Sandwich function with sandwich rack*
Prepares delicious, no-drip toasted sandwiches

• Frozen function
Gently defrosts and toasts frozen bread

• Bagel function
Perfect for bagels and buns: toasts the inside, 
warms the outside

• Die-cast metal construction with  
extra wide slots
Robust, stable, toasts any type of bread

KitchenAid ARTISAN
4-slot Toaster 5KMT4205

MEDALLION SILVERCANDY APPLE



KitchenAid ARTISAN 4-slot Toaster 5KMT4205

TECHNICAL DATA 
Wattage 2500 W 
Voltage 220 - 240 V
Frequency 50 / 60 Hz
Number of slots 4
Material body Die-cast aluminium
Product dimensions H × W × D 22.9 × 32.3 × 34.8 cm
Packaging dimensions  H × W × D 29.2 × 40 × 38.2 cm
Master pack dimensions H × W × D 31.9 × 39.5 × 41.2 cm
Net weight 7.5 kg
Gross weight 8.5 kg
Master pack gross weight 9 kg
Master pack 1 unit
Cord length (under base storage) 137.2 cm
Country of origin China

4 toasting functions Bagel – Frozen – Sandwich – Toast/Cancel
Keep warm cycle Using low heat for up to 3 minutes (when not removed within 45 sec)
Removable crumb tray Yes

REFERENCES COLOURS EAN
5KMT4205ECA CANDY APPLE 5413184151959
5KMT4205BCA CANDY APPLE 5413184151966
5KMT4205EMS MEDALLION SILVER 5413184170165
5KMT4205BMS MEDALLION SILVER 5413184170172

REFERENCES DESCRIPTION EAN EAN MASTER PACK
5KTSR1 SANDWICH RACK 5413184170127 5413184170981 (per 20)
5KTBW22 BUN WARMER 5413184121914 5413184121921 (per 20)



KitchenAid ARTISAN 4-slot Toaster 5KMT4205

STANDARD ACCESSORIES/CHARACTERISTICS

Extra-wide slots with automatic  
self-centering racks
Extra-wide slots allow you to easily toast bread, 
bagels, and English muffins up to 2.8 cm 
thick. Self-centering racks help ensure even 
 heating of thin or thick breads. An automatic lift 
 mechanism raises and lowers racks.

Controls
Easy-to-use controls allow to quickly select 
the desired settings and light to provide visual 
feedback:
-   Bagel function: To ensure optimal heat and 

time for the best results. The heating elements 
will adjust to nicely toast the inside of a cut 
bagel without burning the bagel’s outside 
surface.

-  Frozen function: To gently defrost and toast 
frozen bread.

-  Sandwich function: To use exclusively with 
the sandwich rack to toast sandwiches made 
with thinly sliced meats and cheese.

-  Toast/Cancel function: This is an automatic 
toaster. As soon as bread is placed in either 
slot it will begin to lower and toasting will 
begin using the selected settings. To cancel a 
toasting cycle already in process, or to end a 
‘Keep warm cycle’.

-  Keep warm indicator: If the food is not 
removed within 45 seconds of the end of a 
cycle, the toaster will automatically lower the 
food and activate a “Keep warm” cycle using 
low heat for up to 3 minutes.

-  Shade control and shade indicator lights/
countdown timer: To precisely set the desired 
brownness level. 
Indicator lights show the setting at a glance.

Removable crumb tray
The removable crumb tray slides out for quick 
removal of crumbs.
Hand wash only.

STANDARD/OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Sandwich rack 5KTSR1*
Is the convenient way to toast fresh, hot sand-
wiches (croque-monsieur) made with thinly sliced 
meats and cheese. The hinged design opens flat 
to make inserting and removing sandwiches easy. 
It ensures that the slices of bread clamp together 
and that the cheese does not run out. 
Made out of stainless steel.

Bun warmer 5KTBW22 (Optional)
Heat up your bread buns and rolls, and
keep them warm on top of your toaster.
Made out of stainless steel.

* One sandwich rack included as standard accessory.


